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Ch A p t e r 1

introduction

ein dichter muß nach der hauptidee seines Werkes den Charakter seines 
helden modifizieren: auf ihm allein liegt die ganze schuld der erzielten 
Wirkung: ja er darf sogar, wenn er geschichtliche Personen bearbeitet, ihren 
ganzen Charakter umändern. schiller durfte seinen Wallenstein zu einer höhe, 
zu einer seelenhoheit erheben, die ihm die Geschichte niemals zugestanden hat, 
denn er war ohne poetisches Vorbild, das in aller Munde wäre: in diesem falle 
hätte er es durchaus nicht wagen dürfen. — aber dies war bei den Griechen 
nicht so. homer war nicht nur in allen händen, er war in aller Munde. nahm 
nun der dichter ein homerisches sujet oder nur eine fabel, bei der homerische 
Personen vorkamen, so konnte er durchaus ihren Charakter nicht ändern, 
höchstens nach seinem Zwecke modifizieren.1

so wrote the schoolboy leopold ranke in 1813, in a draft of the essay on Greek 
tragedy with which he would graduate from schulpforta the following year. he 
describes schiller’s wallenstein, first performed in 1798–99 and published in 1800, 
in not one but two regards.2 first, schiller promoted a historical figure to new 
greatness and prominence. albrecht von Wallenstein, duke of friedland, was not 
obscure — he had been controversial even before his assassination in 1634 — but 
he was still sufficiently unknown for schiller to interpret him freely. after schiller, 
however, the drama immediately became the foremost point of reference for 
subsequent writers. Thus schiller also, secondly, became the ‘homer’ of ranke’s 
description. The mature ranke’s biography of Wallenstein, published in 1869, 
would itself bear traces of schiller’s inf luence.

during the century following ranke’s ‘Valediktionsarbeit’, Wallenstein’s popu-
larity continued. a bibliography including editions and studies of schiller’s drama 
counted 2,524 titles on its ‘rastlos behandelter Gegenstand’ when the last instalment 
appeared in 1910/11.3 in 1927 the british military historian and strategist Captain 
basil liddell hart was in little doubt as to why this ‘enigma of history’ was well 
known. Wallenstein was ‘a national hero, a common figure of romance and drama, 
enshrined for posterity in schiller’s immortal verse [. . .] a man who in a mystery-
loving world stands out as the most unfathomable of human puzzles’.4 in conclusion 
hart wrote that ‘in the whole of history no parallel exists to the strange career, 
and stranger mentality, of this many-sided genius, compound of Julius Caesar, 
bismarck, and x — an unknown quantity. Wallenstein is unique’.5 such hyperbole 
sounds comical, but it demonstrates the effect of ‘schiller’s immortal verse’. Thanks 
to schiller the bohemian Wallenstein — modern Czech knows him as ‘Valdštejn’, 
and his present-day relations go by the name ‘Waldstein’ — became a German hero 
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and a staple of cultural reference. in part he rode on schiller’s own popularity; in 
part schiller had turned him into a compellingly ‘unknown quantity’. fifty-three 
per cent of respondents to a survey reported in 1985 did not know that Wallenstein 
had really existed; the report concluded that: ‘ein Teil der deutschen sieht [. . .] in 
Wallenstein offenbar nur noch die schillersche fiktion’.6

(i) the Man and the beginnings of the Myth

Wallenstein was born on 24 september 1583 in hermsdorf (heřmanice) in 
bohemia.7 his parents were Protestants, noblemen but not wealthy; they died in his 
youth.8 in 1599 he entered university at altdorf, near nuremberg, with its tradition 
of ‘saufgelagen, schlägereien, Tumulte’, leaving in 1600 after nearly beating his 
manservant to death.9 he embarked on a Grand Tour to italy and may have studied 
in Padua or siena. in 1602 he returned to bohemia; in 1604 he fought with the 
imperial army against the Turks in hungary. in an almost certainly career-oriented 
move unremarkable at the time, he converted to Catholicism in 1606.10 in 1609 
he married lukrezia nekšová, a young widow, whose massive landholdings set 
him up financially; she died in 1614. Wallenstein gathered soldiers for the newly 
crowned King of bohemia, archduke ferdinand of styria, in 1617; he was a colonel 
in Moravia when the bohemian revolt of 1618 spread there the following year. 
‘finding that his troops were deserting to the rebels he [. . .] escaped to safety, 
taking with him the military treasure of the province, thus bringing much-needed 
help to ferdinand and depriving the Moravian rebel army of its pay’.11 he profited 
from the bohemian estates’ defeat at the White Mountain (november 1620), both 
in a consortium which bought the right to mint bohemian coinage and debased it 
and, more significantly, through his purchases of confiscated land at knock-down 
prices, including the duchy of friedland (frýdlant).12 in 1623 he married isabella 
von harrach, daughter of one of ferdinand’s closest aides.

despite Wallenstein’s meteoric rise to power he was a soldier first and foremost; 
he used his riches to become a ‘Kriegsunternehmer großen stils’.13 in 1625 
ferdinand (who had been crowned emperor in 1619) accepted his offer to raise an 
army of 24,000 men. he was rewarded for his victories against Mansfeld in 1626 
and denmark in 1627 with the duchy of Mecklenburg, whose Protestant dukes had 
been staunch supporters of the danes. Yet at this height of his power the seeds of his 
downfall were being sown.14 he had powerful enemies, not least ferdinand, King 
of bohemia (ferdinand ii’s son), and duke Maximilian of bavaria. Maximilian 
used semi-libellous reports from Vienna passed secretly through alexander von 
hales, a Capuchin friar in Prague, to assemble complaints against him and impugn 
his loyalty to the Catholic cause.15 Wallenstein and Tilly, who commanded the 
troops of the Catholic league, failed to co-operate. Wallenstein’s acquisition of 
Mecklenburg provoked further fear of his power, and its dubious legality gave 
a peg on which to hang resentment of the upstart generalissimo. likewise his 
‘contributions system’, the principle that troops should be maintained entirely by 
the lands in which they found themselves, ‘had been under fire since the beginning 
of 1627 from all the imperial estates without distinction of confession’.16 The 
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campaign of 1628 was dominated by his abortive siege of stralsund, significant not 
only because it left denmark and sweden with a foothold in northern Germany, 
but also for its prominence in subsequent Protestant mythology and the damage 
it did to Wallenstein’s image then and later.17 his alleged response to an imperial 
order to lift the siege became legendary: ‘wann schon diese Vestung mit eysernen 
Ketten an himmel gebunden were / so müste sie doch herunter’.18 Paradoxically 
the edict of restitution (March 1629), which declared illegal the secularization of 
church lands since 1555, was possible because of ferdinand’s strong position vis-
à-vis his Protestant subjects, but completely undermined his generalissimo’s aim 
to achieve a general imperial peace. ‘Wallenstein’, according to diwald, ‘hat sich 
vom alptraum des restitutionsedikts nie mehr freimachen können’.19 his open 
opposition to it increased the rift between him and the Catholic princes, and lost 
him the favour of ferdinand’s powerful Jesuit confessor, lamormain.20 he further 
angered ferdinand by urging peace in the franco-habsburg war over the Mantuan 
succession.21 ferdinand dismissed him at the diet of regensburg in summer 1630, 
his removal and a reduction in the size of the army — just as Gustav adolf of 
sweden landed in Pomerania — the price of the electors’ continued support.

Wallenstein returned to bohemia, first to Gitschin ( Jičín) and then to opulent 
surroundings in Prague (the Wallenstein Palace today houses the Czech senate). on 
17 september 1631, however, Tilly was routed by Gustav adolf at breitenfeld; on 14 
november saxon troops entered Prague and also invaded friedland. The consensus 
developed that only Wallenstein could save the day; he was appointed ‘General-
Capo’ on 15 december for three and a half months. further discussions, completed 
at schloß Göllersdorf in april 1632, led to his permanent reappointment, with sole 
and absolute power to appoint officers, confiscate lands, and decide ceasefires and 
peace treaties. it has been a commonplace of writing on him, popularized further 
by schiller, that after regensburg he brooded on his dismissal and accepted the 
command a second time in order to exact revenge, but there is no evidence of such 
an attitude in the hundreds of extant letters written from 1630 to his death.22 as 
Polišenský and Kollmann point out: ‘die schlimmste rache hätte darin gegipfelt, 
die armee nicht aufzubauen und das Generalat nicht anzutreten. Mit dem zweiten 
Generalat rettete er eigentlich habsburg und Wittelsbach in ihrer kritischsten 
stunde’.23 Wallenstein was defeated at lützen (16 november 1632), but more 
importantly Gustav adolf was killed; a decisive victory over the swedes followed 
at steinau in early october 1633.

despite such triumphs Vienna’s displeasure, and the machinations of Wallenstein’s 
enemies, returned. he was not thought to be pressing home his advantage over the 
swedes and saxons. he released the bohemian Protestant leader, ‘arch-rebel’24 
heinrich Matthias von Thurn, who had been taken prisoner at steinau. he failed 
to defend regensburg, which fell to bernhard of Weimar in november 1633, 
despite pleas by duke Maximilian. against this background his negotiations with 
the saxons via hans Georg von arnim, a saxon general who had previously 
(1628–29) been Wallenstein’s field-marshal, aroused suspicion and insinuation 
even though it was Wallenstein’s right to conduct such talks; likewise, ‘taken in 
conjunction with the rumours of Wallenstein’s understanding with the bohemian 
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rebels, Thurn’s release was highly suggestive’.25 a further set of negotiations 
ran between Wallenstein and a french envoy, feuquières, who had richelieu’s 
authority to offer him the bohemian crown. To secure his position he summoned 
his officers to Pilsen (Plzeň) on 11 January 1634, where on 12 January, forty-two of 
the forty-nine present signed declarations of loyalty to him (the substitution of one 
version of this ‘Pilsener schluss’ for another, as seen on schiller’s stage, is a myth).26 
ferdinand considered this a conspiracy. on 24 January he issued a patent dismissing 
Wallenstein; on the same day he gave a separate order to his most trusted officers, 
Gallas, aldringen, Piccolomini, and Colloredo, either to capture Wallenstein 
and his accomplices and bring them to Vienna, or to kill them should this prove 
impossible. The patent was kept secret while the officers loyal to ferdinand secured 
the army’s support; Wallenstein only found out about it on 21 february, when it 
was proclaimed in Prague. hoping for asylum if he reached saxony, he f led to 
eger (Cheb), where, along with Kinsky, illo, and Terzky, he was assassinated on 
the evening of 25 february. his body was buried next to that of his first wife at 
a monastery near Gitschin in 1636 and moved, when the monastery was dissolved 
under Joseph ii, to Münchengrätz (Mnichovo hradiště) in 1785.27

The manner of Wallenstein’s downfall made him even more contentious in death 
than in life; the controversy was deepened — for good — by the conspirators’ 
successful attempts to muddy their parts in the event.28 Three dramas were written 
about him within a decade, among them henry Glapthorne’s Tragedy of Albertus 
wallenstein (1639).29 august von haugwitz, author of a Mary stuart drama (1683), 
apparently also wrote a wallenstein, which has not survived.30 There was immediate 
condemnation of ‘die vnerhörte / allen historien Teutschen landes vnbekandte 
Meuchelmörderische schandthat / deß egerischen blutbads’.31 from the imperial 
side, on the other hand, there came attempts to justify the assassination, foremost 
among them the official Ausführlicher und gründlicher Bericht | Der vorgewesenen 
friedtländischen und seiner Adhaerenten abschewlichen Prodition. . . (hereafter: the staats-
schrift), an amalgamation of pro-habsburg texts printed in october 1634 in response 
to continuing accusations against ferdinand in the affair.32 also of subsequently 
contested veracity was Jaroslav sezima rašín’s Gründtlicher und wahrhaftiger 
bericht, which ostensibly described Wallenstein’s treacherous negotiations in 
the 1630s. rašín, a bohemian rebel, confessed his role as a go-between in the 
negotiations in order to gain Vienna’s pardon in 1635.33 These texts are of more 
than antiquarian interest, as they shaped common perceptions and opinions and 
generated historical debate well into the late nineteenth century. The staatsschrift 
shaped the conservative Catholic historiographical tradition;34 rašín’s assertion that 
Wallenstein entered negotiations with sweden because he was ‘so heftig disgustirt 
[. . .] von dem Kaiser’, and the parallel claim of the staatsschrift, that in 1630 he 
‘arglistige böse anschläg für vnd an die hand genommen [hat], an ihre Kayserl. 
May. [. . .] wie auch etlichen Chur- und fürsten sich zu rechen’, launched the myth 
of his vengefulness after regensburg.35 The impact on Wallenstein’s image was 
all the greater because Reichshistoriograph franz Christoph Khevenhiller drew on 
them heavily for the accounts of Wallenstein in his Annales ferdinandei (1640–46; 
final three volumes 1724–26), a solidly pro-habsburg chronicle of ferdinand’s 
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lifetime.36 despite their tendentiousness, the Annales, like the less biased (though not 
unbiased) Theatrum Europaeum, whose nine authors covered 1617–1718 in twenty-
one volumes (1643–1738),37 were to be inf luential well into the nineteenth century 
as a comprehensive narrative and collection of documents. schiller considered 
Khevenhiller one of the most important sources on Wallenstein.38 These texts’ 
claims, although hotly contested, were often neither proved nor disproved by other 
sources: it was only demonstrated in 1920 that a secret order to deliver Wallenstein 
‘dead or alive’, parallel to the official patent of 24 January 1634, had indeed existed 
as described in the staatsschrift.39 More significantly, the bias and disputed reliability 
of such sources, and the range of interpretations to which they gave rise, were 
to be a crucial factor in making Wallenstein interesting. he was to become an 
‘unfathomable puzzle’ (hart); as recently as 1987 diwald wrote that ‘das faszinosum 
[. . .] findet sich in dem, was wir von ihm wissen und genauso in dem, was wir nicht 
von ihm wissen’.40 Unravelling the compelling complexities of the Wallenstein 
material — and equally, exploring their aesthetic and political potential — was to 
be a preoccupation of writers in the nineteenth century. The gaps in the sources 
demanded to be filled, but they left room on the other hand for the creation of a myth.

(ii) history and Myth in the nineteenth Century

‘Wir sindt doch nuhmer gantz / ja mehr den gantz verheret!’41 a hundred and 
fifty years and more after it ended, images of devastation, such as that lamented 
by Gryphius in 1636, still defined perceptions of the Thirty Years War. it was the 
outstanding trauma in the German past that gripped writers and readers of history. 
in a lecture in 1891 about the iconic siege and storming of Magdeburg (1631), the 
bavarian historian felix stieve told his audience that

die an vernichtenden Kämpfen, an elend und schmach so überreiche Geschichte 
deutschlands bietet in ihrem ganzen Verlaufe kein traurigeres bild als das jenes 
furchtbaren Krieges, welcher volle dreißig Jahre lang in immer grimmigerem 
und weiter gedehntem ringen tobte, bis endlich er und seine schrecklichen 
Gesellen: raub, Verwüstung, brand, Mord, Pest und hungersnot unser vorher 
wohlhabendes, strebsames und dichtbewohntes Vaterland in ein einziges, 
weites Trümmerfeld verwandelt hatten [. . .].42

after all, German civilians would not again experience war at home on such a scale 
until the second World War. Germany’s ‘bleakest point since the end of the Thirty 
Years’ War’, according to John ardagh, was the stunde Null.43 as schiller recognized, 
the Peace of Westphalia established the european order of the following era ( just 
as the 1949 Grundgesetz has often been hailed as the guarantor of stability in the 
federal republic).44 even in the nineteenth century 1618–48 trumped the french 
revolution: french victories in Germany brought about political upheaval and, in 
the french-occupied territories, the burden of unruly troops, but the napoleonic 
conquest brought ‘renewal’ as well as ‘humiliation’.45 france presented one specific 
national enemy, its hegemony lasted for only a short time, and, in retrospect, 1806 
led via political reform to 1813: all a far cry from the prolonged bellum omnium contra 
omnes of 1618–48. as recently as 1962 an opinion poll in the countryside in hesse 
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named the Thirty Years War as the greatest catastrophe in German history, with 
Germany’s defeat in 1945 in second place.46

only the twentieth-century world wars make 1618–48 no longer seem unique; 
they have now replaced more distant events as the perceived foundations of 
contemporary Germany.47 as a result, historians since 1945 have queried the actual 
extent of the devastation in the Thirty Years War.48 robert ergang argues that the 
‘myth of the all-destructive fury’ was spread by a tendency to generalize on the 
basis of limited local information (such as stories of cannibalism), pars pro toto;49 all 
Germany was not a battleground all the time. research into eyewitness accounts of 
the war has been a further corrective to generalizations about its effects.50 historians 
have accused literary tradition of perpetuating sensational, inaccurate images of 
the war and its aftermath: most famously (but not only) Grimmelshausen’s Der 
abentheurliche simplicissimus Teutsch (1669), which appeared in some two hundred 
separate editions between 1756 and 1976 and which, like schiller’s wallenstein, 
has persistently inf luenced perceptions of the war, Gustav freytag’s Bilder aus der 
deutschen Vergangenheit (1859, expanded version 1867), and brecht’s Mutter Courage 
und ihre Kinder (first performed 1941).51

Perceptions, however, are what counted in an age which looked to its past to 
identify the nation.52 ‘national memory’, aleida assmann comments, ‘is receptive 
to historical moments of triumph and trauma’;53 the centrality of warfare in 
constructing the nation-state gave added relevance to the memory of past wars and 
warriors.54 in nineteenth-century Germany the importance of the historical can 
scarcely be over-emphasized. Georg lukács believed that political fragmentation 
had accelerated and radicalized the ‘historisierung der Kunst’ in Germany.55 Thomas 
nipperdey points out that the primacy of Geschichtswissenschaft was paradoxically a 
result of its relevance to the present: ‘in einer historisch gesonnenen Kultur hatten 
die historiker einen besonderen einf luß auf die Zeit- und lebensinterpretation, sie 
waren identitätspräsentierer, erklärer, sinndeuter und Zukunftsformer’.56 nietzsche 
considered the national obsession with history unhealthy, but even he conceded 
that it served the present: past greatness had a ‘monumental’ function in an age of 
decline; ‘antiquarian’ history told individuals where they came from and thus linked 
them to others.57

The historians’ quasi-priestly role was made possible in Germany by a ‘paradigm 
shift’ in historical perception after the mid-eighteenth century.58 reinhart Koselleck 
argues that by the end of the eighteenth century, the previously prevalent sense of 
past, present, and future as one continuum had been broken.59 Precise dating is 
difficult: Peter burke identifies this ‘sense of anachronism’ in the renaissance,60 and 
Koselleck links its emergence to the secular impulses of the German reformation.61 
it is to the last third of the eighteenth century, however, that Koselleck dates the 
use of ‘Geschichte’ as a collective singular noun to indicate a sum of separate, 
individual (hi)stories.62 ‘Geschichte’, Koselleck finds, now implied ‘eher [. . .] das 
Geschehene selbst’; ‘historie’, the term previously in vogue, ‘dessen bericht’.63 
Michel foucault expresses a similar idea: that modern thought since the close of 
the eighteenth century has been marked by ‘l’histoire’, which locates phenomena 
in analogy to each other, whereas ‘l’ordre’, its epistemological predecessor, ‘ouvrait 
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le chemin des identités et des différences successives’.64 This was a premise both of 
enlightenment historiography and of the Historismus that emerged in opposition to 
it as the mainstream of scholarship in nineteenth-century Germany.65

aleida assmann dates to the eighteenth century an analogous shift in the concept 
of memory, from memory as ars, static mnemotechnics, to memory as vis, an ever-
changing process of identity-building through remembering. among the causes of 
this shift, she singles out the new science of anthropology and its historical, genetic 
understanding of memory.66 The upheaval of the french revolution and the wars 
that followed it reinforced the perceptual break with the past: participation in 
momentous events heightened the sense that today’s present would be tomorrow’s 
history. Goethe reports telling the duke of Weimar’s troops at Valmy (20 september 
1792): ‘Von hier und heute geht eine neue epoche der Weltgeschichte aus, und ihr 
könnt sagen, ihr seid dabei gewesen’.67 for lukács the creation and deployment 
of a citizens’ army by revolutionary france gave the masses the experience of 
taking part in history for the first time, so that they now comprehended day-to-day 
existence as ‘geschichtlich bedingt’.68 Changes on this scale also bring about a turn 
to the past in search of identity. aleida assmann, an Anglistin, observes that history 
as a source of identity enjoyed a high tide in the renaissance comparable to that 
of the nineteenth century: she attributes this high tide, in england’s case, to the 
reformation, which shattered appeals to the norms of tradition and highlighted the 
discontinuity between the present and the past.69 schiller’s Prologue to wallenstein 
memorably expresses the break made in european consciousness by napoleon. 
The ‘alte feste form’ of the Treaty of Westphalia has collapsed (ll. 70–71); an 
unfathomable new order has thrown the parameters of politics wide open, making 
conventional responses insufficient:

Und jetzt an des Jahrhunderts ernstem ende, 
Wo selbst die Wirklichkeit zur dichtung wird, 
Wo wir den Kampf gewaltiger naturen 
Und ein bedeutend Ziel vor augen sehn, 
Und um der Menschheit große Gegenstände, 
Um herrschaft und um freiheit wird gerungen, 
Jetzt darf die Kunst auf ihrer schattenbühne 
auch höhern flug versuchen, ja sie muß, 
soll nicht des lebens bühne sie beschämen. (Prolog, 61–69)

The historical drama and novel accompanied the rise of history as a ‘sinndeuter 
und Zukunftsformer’; despite history’s subsequent development as a self-consciously 
‘scientific’ and professional discipline, the boundary between history and ‘historical’ 
literature remained blurred.70 The baroque mindset had seen past and present as 
a continuum, with ‘nothing new under the sun’ to be discerned from history.71 
opitz’s Buch von der Deutschen Poeterey (1624) asserted that the poet ‘muß [. . .] 
von sinnreichen einfällen und erfindungen sein [. . .] | muß hohe sachen bey 
sich erdencken können | [. . .] vnd von der erden empor steigen’.72 history was 
mainly one of many sources of spectacle: poetry ‘vntermenget allerley fabeln / 
historien / Kriegeskünste / schlachten / rathschläge / sturm / wetter / vnd was 
sonsten zue erweckung der verwunderung in den gemütern von nöthen ist’.73 
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Gottsched’s Versuch einer critischen Dichtkunst a century later (1730) marked a subtle 
shift: ‘ich suche in der historie dergleichen Prinzen, die sich zu meiner absicht 
schicken, und mein Vaterland insbesondre angehen’.74 literary demands still came 
first, but historical material could nonetheless have meaning for the present. The 
last of Wieland’s Briefe an einen jungen Dichter (1782–84) likewise saw lessing’s and 
Goethe’s dramas on patriotic historical subjects as natural for ‘teutsche Zuschauer’.75 
although lukács’s insistence that the historical novel began with Walter scott 
has been challenged (for one thing it hardly fits with his parallel theory that it 
developed in the levée en masse and the sonderweg), others also date the rise of the 
genre around the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.76 Criticism of the 
historical novel from the 1790s onwards as a ‘Zwittergattung’ indicates that it was 
identified as a genre in its own right.77

schiller’s response to the turmoil of his age was art, which could and must 
respond to a changed reality: art was no replacement for reality, but was closely 
linked to it. art, for schiller, is a higher means to comprehend reality when other 
ways give out; it gives an illusion of reality on the one hand, and destroys the 
illusion on the other, reminding its recipient that its reality is in fact only imagined 
(Prolog, 129–38). This tightrope-walk made the historical novel and drama, genres 
between the historical and literary modes, even better suited than history to 
‘sinndeutung und Zukunftsformung’. The drama wallenstein was to have an impact 
far greater than any of the historians’ studies. Parallel to aleida assmann’s definition 
of ‘speichergedächtnis’ and ‘funktionsgedächtnis’, where one task of ‘archival’ 
memory is to be a bank of potential content for the more relevant, mutable 
‘functional’ memory,78 literature can be accessible and engaging in comparison 
with more comprehensive, but less immediately compelling, historiography. Jan 
assmann identifies bards, artists and writers among the special bearers of cultural 
memory because of their ‘alltagsenthobenheit und alltagsentpf lichtung’; a study of 
nationalism finds that ‘if it is through the historian one recovers the national destiny, 
it is the artist who dramatizes the rediscovered myths and legends, projecting them 
to a wider audience’.79 aristotle’s Poetics judges that ‘poetry is at once more like 
philosophy and more worth while than history, since poetry tends to make general 
statements, while those of history are particular’.80 aleida assmann’s concept of the 
‘cultural text’ makes a similar distinction: with texts classified in this case according 
to the manner of their reception, the ‘literary text’ is read by a reader who is 
isolated both from other recipients and, by critical distance, from the text itself; the 
popularity of the text depends on the tastes and fashions of the time. The ‘cultural 
text’, on the other hand, is shared by a group, whose identity it partly defines; it is 
taken to convey binding truths for that group, and it remains relevant for all times.81 
flawed as this distinction may be — many texts fall into both categories — it 
nonetheless emphasizes the power of literature to be relevant, and to possess exactly 
that present-day relevance from which Historismus was banned in theory but which 
it pursued in practice. historical literature performs the same transition, from the 
period-bound to the timeless, required to turn a historical personality into a hero. 
according to hölderlin’s ‘buonaparte’, penned in 1797:
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heilige Gefäße sind die dichter, 
Worinn des lebens Wein, der Geist 
der helden sich aufbewahrt.82

‘history books’, according to rees davies’s study of the Welsh prince and rebel 
owain Glyn dŵr (c.1359–c.1416), ‘are populated by dead characters; the heroes of 
social memory must for ever be alive’.83

The key to the ‘living’ quality of historical literature is reception. literary works 
are not written for scholarship, but in large part for their effect on their recipients; 
whereas history analyses the past, literature evokes it. Paul ricoeur emphasizes the 
reconstruction of a story in the mind of the reader as a final act of mimesis in the 
narrative process: ‘to follow a story is to actualize it by reading it’.84 literary readers 
are guided by the text, but they interpret that text through their own imagination; 
the process is different from following a historian’s reasoned analysis. literary 
narrative and literary techniques — allegory, metaphor, symbolism — leave gaps on 
the author’s side for the reader to fill imaginatively, and productively.85 in the case 
of drama, the past is made contemporary by the physical context of its reception: 
the action takes place in the present tense, in front of a present-day audience. as a 
public space, always occupied by several people at once, the theatre guarantees the 
collective reception and group significance required by a ‘cultural text’. Yet the men 
and women on the stage are dramatic representations of historical personalities, not 
the personalities themselves, and it is paradoxically because of this fiction that they 
can refer to the present day of author and audience as well as the past. reminders 
that art is illusory — in schiller’s case, his drama’s unrealistic rhyme (Prolog, 131) 
— underpin the effect.

wallenstein was the foremost example of its genre. Goethe introduced the trilogy 
to the public in 1798 as a ‘Wagestück’ and a ‘neuerung’ (fa iv, 765). he observed 
that wallensteins Lager had awakened interest in the period and was seen as both 
history and art: ‘[man] macht sich gefaßt, den dichter sowohl in bezug auf den 
Geschichtschreiber als auch in so fern er schöpfer seines Gegenstandes werden 
musste, zu beurtheilen’.86 according to Gervinus, schiller’s history plays, defining 
moments in forming a classical, indigenous theatrical repertoire to counter ‘[der] 
eindrang des fremden’, had opened up ‘das ganze Gebiet der neueren Geschichte 
dem drama’ and shown a ‘poetic side’ to this essentially prosaic material.87 for 
dilthey, writing in 1895, schiller had ‘created’ the genre; ‘historisches drama, 
geschichtlicher roman, ja die Geschichte selbst wurden durch schillers drama 
beeinf lußt’.88 likewise a recent study observes that ‘it would be difficult to exag-
gerate schiller’s contribution to the shaping of the German historical drama’.89 
schiller and his contemporaries self-consciously sought to make their works 
historically authentic, pointing out some (though tellingly not all) of their deviations 
from historical fact, and making Wallenstein’s belief in astrology integral even 
though they thought it nonsensical: ‘die unbedingte Verpf lichtung auf “den Geist 
des Zeitalters” [gewinnt] die oberhand über einen Gegenstand, der als “thörigt” 
angesehen wird’.90

schiller created a ‘Wallenstein figure’, a mixture of fact and fiction, which 
was subsequently decisive not only in the literature and cultural references where 
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schiller’s inf luence might be expected, but also in historiography. schematically the 
Wallenstein of historical record can be described as Wallenstein1, the Wallenstein 
of schiller’s text, derived from it, as Wallenstein2, and the perceived figure 
which resulted from schiller’s treatment as Wallenstein3.

91 literary, cultural, and 
historiographical references to, and interpretations of, Wallenstein after schiller were 
not based on the ‘historical’ Wallenstein1 but on the semi-fictional Wallenstein3 
inf luenced by the drama. Wallenstein3 was not identical to Wallenstein2: it was 
formed and re-formed in the contexts of the nineteenth century, inspired by 
Wallenstein2 and following much of its interpretation, but with constant reference 
back to Wallenstein1 for additional material and a control on schiller’s fictions. This 
relationship can be illustrated in a diagram:

Wallenstein1 
(‘historical’ 
Wallenstein) 
                            control and Wallenstein3 C19 texts 
      material           

additional material
 (perceived 

    figure) 
Wallenstein2 
(schiller’s            

impetus/inspiration
 

text)                    
and interpretation

This argument — that a radically different perception of Wallenstein existed 
after schiller from the one that had existed before — is chronological. at the 
same time it would be naive not to point out that all three terms ‘Wallenstein1–3’ 
describe dynamic concepts subject to change. The notional ‘historical Wallenstein’ 
with which the scheme begins is unstable: it was itself the product of conf licting 
interpretations. nineteenth-century perceptions of a ‘historical Wallenstein’ 
were in part the product of schiller’s drama. There is a similar problem with ‘the 
dramatic Wallenstein’: interpretations changed and the text itself was adapted. 
as the ‘historical’ and ‘dramatic’ Wallensteins are not absolute and cannot be 
divorced from their perception, ‘Wallenstein3’ is also inherent in ‘Wallenstein1’ and 
‘Wallenstein2’ and the relationship is not one-way but reciprocal:

Wallenstein1 
(‘historical’

                                                 new interpretations
 

Wallenstein) 
                             

material
 Wallenstein3 C19 texts 

                  (perceived 
    figure) 
Wallenstein2 
(schiller’s            

impetus/inspiration
 

text)                    
and interpretation              new interpretations

Whether diachronic or synchronic, the core of the argument remains unchanged. 
schiller’s drama constituted such a landmark in interpreting Wallenstein and exer-
ted such inf luence in popularizing him, that it is legitimate to see it as a caesura and 
precedent unmatched by any other single work.

wallenstein was thus the starting point of a myth. Common to all myths is that they 
serve a function in the context in which they are recounted;92 political myths, like 
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history in nineteenth-century Germany, offer ‘an account of the past and the future 
in the light of which the present can be understood’.93 The anthropologist Claude 
lévi-strauss claimed in 1977 to be ‘not far from believing that, in our own societies, 
history has replaced mythology and fulfils the same function’.94 Myth combines 
subjectivity and objectivity: its contents elude scholarly verification but they are 
never completely divorced from reality.95 like the historical novel and drama, it is 
a productive ‘Zwittergattung’. furthermore, myths combine uniformity (the same 
story is told over and over again) with variation (it is retold in different versions), 
just as a literary work is altered by the twists and turns of its reception.96 ‘Mythen’, 
according to hans blumenberg, ‘sind Geschichten von hochgradiger beständigkeit 
ihres narrativen Kerns und ebenso ausgeprägter marginaler Variationsfähigkeit’.97 
Myths must be believable, just as aristotle’s mimetic poet, although no historian, is 
constrained to say ‘what can happen in a strictly probable or necessary sequence’.98 
They must be recognizable. on the other hand there are ‘limitless possibilities’ for 
a myth’s meaning;99 the ‘quest for the true version’ is mistaken, as a myth is only 
expressed in its variant forms.100

like ‘cultural’ or ‘living’ texts, political myths depend on their recipients as well 
as those who disseminate them, on ‘demand’ as well as ‘supply’.101 on the one 
hand the recipients are all-powerful: their agenda dictates the myth’s content and 
effectiveness; there must be a public ‘willingness to believe’.102 on the other hand, 
willing audiences can be deliberately or inadvertently tricked. Credible inaccuracies 
come into circulation because myths are taken on trust from ‘experts’, so that 
fiction can be swallowed as fact.103 Karl Gustav helbig, a schoolteacher in dresden 
who also produced an edition of wallenstein ‘für schule und haus’,104 found in 1852 
that in contrast with most historians, public opinion, ‘unterstützt durch czechische 
und protestantische antipathien gegen das haus habsburg’, had reached a more 
positive judgement on Wallenstein,

welches [Urteil], durch schillers poetische bearbeitung veredelt und gehoben, 
auf längere Zeit traditionell wurde, gerade so wie Goethe dem unbedeutenden 
Götz von berlichingen zu einer glänzenden Popularität verhalf und der 
scheuß liche don Carlos durch schiller in der Volksmeinung zu einem edlen 
Vertreter des liberalen enthusiasmus wurde. Man schwärmte für Wallenstein, 
unbekümmert um seine fürchterlichen Gewaltthaten in norddeutschland, 
während Tilly, ein Mann von viel ehrenwertherem Charakter, dessen soldaten 
nichts aergeres gethan als die Wallensteiner, als grausamer Wütherich gebrand-
markt wurde.105

schiller’s disregard for historical truth had created an audience ignorant of it.
other historical figures and events have likewise achieved mythical status.106 

schiller’s Wallenstein compares himself to Caesar (Tod ii. 2. 835–43) and henri iV 
of france (Tod v. 3. 3490–99).107 a study of the battle of agincourt (1415) describes 
‘its lasting literary legacy in england’, ‘due in no small part to shakespeare’s Henry 
the fifth’.108 likewise shakespeare ‘popularised and lent authority to’ richard iii’s 
image as a deformed usurper whose death marked the dawn of a new era after a 
century of crisis.109 Goethe (as helbig observed) deliberately turned the unimportant 
Gottfried von berlichingen into a literary hero: ‘ich dramatisire die Geschichte 
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eines der edelsten deutschen, rette das andencken eines braven Mannes’.110 ian 
Kershaw traces the ingredients and workings of a ‘hitler myth’ deliberately created 
by contemporary propaganda.111

Cromwell and napoleon were repeatedly compared with Wallenstein; their 
myths show two parallels with his.112 first, representative aspects of their lives were 
singled out by posterity and invested with meaning. one such event was Cromwell’s 
violent dissolution of the long Parliament in april 1653, and his phrase, ‘Take away 
that bauble!’ as he seized the parliamentary mace.113 a letter from starving workmen 
to the home secretary in 1811 conf lated Cromwell with hercules, protesting that 
‘it’s time a second oliver made his appearance to cleanse the augean stable’.114 
napoleon’s image in Germany was focused on his conquests and victories up to and 
during 1806, the campaign against him symbolized by 1813, his banishment to elba 
and ‘hundred-day’ return, and his martyr-like imprisonment on st. helena.115 in 
Cromwell’s case, a single work, Thomas Carlyle’s edition of his Letters and speeches 
(1845), reawakened popular interest in the hero of a bygone age. Carlyle ‘believed 
he had rescued Cromwell just in time, before Cromwell’s beliefs and language, 
traduced for two centuries, had finally become unintelligible’.116 Thomas Pennant’s 
Tours in wales (1778–81) revived interest in owain Glyn dŵr, beginning owain’s 
transformation into the ‘father of modern Welsh nationalism’ described by sir John 
edward lloyd in the oxford ford lectures in 1920.117

secondly, the timelessness and variability of myths translates into polyvalence. 
different causes at different times, or even different camps of opinion over the same 
issue, can endow the same person, event or place with mythical qualities: a variety 
of memories can attach to any one lieu de mémoire over time.118 owain Glyn dŵr 
‘was a man for all centuries; it is his very plasticity and multi-dimensionality which 
made him such a serviceable national hero’.119 ‘Many-sided’ Wallenstein (hart) 
was applauded by großdeutsch and kleindeutsch historians. There is a consensus of 
interest around such figures (blair Worden writes of Victorian Cromwellianism as 
a ‘coalition of enthusiasms’);120 like them or not, they are part of everyone’s history, 
and they can function as all things to all people. There is no need to approve of 
the man in order to participate in the myth: nineteenth-century apologists for the 
Church of england used Cromwell’s proscription of anglicanism as a counter-
weapon against nonconformist historiography.121 napoleon, according to one 
commentator, was

in einer Person (wenn auch nicht zu gleicher Zeit) hellenischer heros, römischer 
Cäsar, orientalischer despot; strahlender junger Gott und gewissensloser aben-
teurer; sohn des Chaos und sein ordner, bändiger der revolution und ihr 
Vollstrecker; elementare Urkraft und rechnender riesenverstand.122

he was variously seen in nineteenth-century Germany as a saviour in an era of 
decline and a man of incomparable if demonic greatness, in nietzsche’s words a 
‘synthesis von Unmensch und Übermensch’;123 the poets of the ‘Wars of liberation’ 
vilified him, but in so doing contributed to his prominence.124
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(iii) secondary Literature and Methodology

listing studies of schiller and his works ‘würde bände füllen’.125 Works on schiller 
reception, on the other hand, are fewer in number, although not sparse. albert 
ludwig’s monographs (1905 and 1909) were early landmarks.126 although their 
perspective may seem dated, they are thorough, and they established the premise 
on which nineteenth-century views of schiller are still discussed: that few of his 
admirers or detractors really understood his works.127 norbert oellers’s two-
volume collection of texts from 1782 to 1966 (schiller — Zeitgenosse aller Epochen), 
with comprehensive introductions, and his earlier study concentrated on the period 
1805–32, are the definitive guides to schiller reception.128 oellers disapproves of the 
nineteenth-century bildungsbürgerlich deployment of schiller as a cultural adornment 
and source of quotations, which hindered critical engagement with his works:

die Geschichte des schillerschen nachruhms ist zu einem beträchtlichen Teil 
die Geschichte einer starren Verehrung, einer uniformen bewunderung.
[. . .]
an Zitaten, die jedermann geläufig waren, bestand kein Mangel, sie waren das 
dauerhafte Gerüst, dessen Tragfähigkeit nur selten in Zweifel gezogen wurde.129

With the publication of a new dictionary of schiller quotations in time for his 2005 
bicentenary — not to mention salt and pepper shakers modelled on schiller (salt) and 
Goethe (pepper) — one might add that this attitude has undergone little change.130 
like oellers, Michael hofmann observes that in the nineteenth century schiller 
enjoyed ‘eine ungeheure Popularität, die aber nicht auf der gründlichen Kenntnis 
[. . .] seiner Werke beruhte, sondern hauptsächlich in der funktionalisierung 
einzelner Zitate und sentenzen’. hofmann identifies a further tendency, that by 
contrast with this adulation many ‘bedeutende autoren’ sought critical distance 
from schiller.131 büchner, nietzsche, and adorno all criticized his supposedly 
otherworldly idealism, though their labelling of schiller as the ‘Moraltrompeter von 
säckingen’ (nietzsche) or the ‘hofpoet des deutschen idealismus’ who appointed 
art to a position of ‘erbauliche Unverbindlichkeit’ (adorno) is just as impressionistic 
and unsophisticated as its opposite.132 Three articles in the schiller-Handbuch (1998) 
have surveyed schiller reception in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and 
abroad;133 Monika Carbe published a new book-length study in 2005.134 There are 
also detailed studies of the 1859 centenary festival,135 schiller’s significance for early 
twentieth-century social democracy,136 and his use in the Third reich.137

There are nonetheless few studies of the reception of individual plays. a notable 
exception is the catalogue of the 2005 exhibition ‘die Wahrheit hält Gericht: 
schillers helden heute’: brief articles on each play examine recent productions 
and suggest texts in which schiller’s themes have subsequently been adapted. The 
article on wallenstein not only discusses döblin’s novel wallenstein (1920) but also 
sees the generational conf lict between octavio and Max Piccolomini replicated 
by riccardo and fontana in hochhuth’s Der stellvertreter (1963).138 barbara Piatti’s 
engaging study of wilhelm Tell, published in 2004 to mark the bicentenary of Tell’s 
first performance, takes two geographical locations, Weimar and the Urschweiz 
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around the Vierwaldstättersee, as foci for the popular reception of Tell in Germany 
and switzerland respectively.139

no cultural-historical study comparable to Piatti’s exists for wallenstein. its 
reception has been considered before, but such studies have been limited in scope. 
Monographs have concentrated on either literary or historiographical reception, often 
mentioning works in the other mode, but not treating them with equal weight.140 
such studies will be surveyed in greater detail in Chapters 3 (literature) and 5 
(historiography) below. despite these works, a recent handbook chapter speaks 
of ‘eine literarische Wirkungsgeschichte, die noch gar nicht systematisch aufgear-
beitet ist, und ins spätere neunzehnte und zwanzigste Jahrhundert zu verfolgen 
wäre’; such a study could extend ‘zu [. . .] der einschlägigen Geschichtsforschung 
überhaupt’.141 secondly, critics have tended to focus on isolated highlights of 
writing on Wallenstein over a period of time, such as the triad schiller — döblin 
— ricarda huch.142 This rationalizes a massive body of material, but also reaffirms 
the distaste for nineteenth-century schiller reception and unnecessarily narrows 
the field of vision: as hohendahl points out with reference to 1859, ‘das, was in 
der Wissenschaftsgeschichte in der regel als unangemessene Popularisierung 
ausgeschieden wird, ist unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Kanonbildung von großer 
bedeutung’.143 The ‘highlights’ approach has nonetheless made possible the 
comparison of literary and historical accounts of Wallenstein, with two such studies 
considering schiller, ranke, and Golo Mann,144 and Mann, döblin, and the 
Czech historian Josef Pekař.145 Two recent book-length studies, both consciously 
inf luenced by the methods of new historicism, likewise work outside the ‘history 
or literature’ mould. Kathy saranpa describes the critical reception of wallenstein, 
Maria stuart, and Die Jung frau von Orleans in the context of intellectual history from 
the late 1790s to ‘post-(re)unification criticism’;146 Peter höyng focuses on three 
aspects of late eighteenth-century Wallenstein dramas — astrology, censorship, and 
the ‘Vaterlands- und nationaldiskurs’ — as theatrical case studies of the ‘paradigm 
shift’ in historical perception c.1770. höyng’s work is not concerned with the plays’ 
reception after their period, but its emphasis on the dramas’ place within (and their 
expression of ) broader cultural discourses counterbalances the separation of history 
and literature and the focus on prominent names.147

The present study examines the development and uses of the Wallenstein figure 
under schiller’s inf luence from 1790, the publication date of the first instalment of 
GDK in Göschen’s Historischer Calender für Damen, to 1920, the publication date of 
döblin’s novel and heinrich ritter von srbik’s history, wallensteins Ende. it will 
not treat literary and historical works as one and the same, but it will nonetheless 
emphasize the common image of Wallenstein on which they drew. existing but 
disparate strands of research, both on schiller and on national and historical culture 
in nineteenth-century Germany, are thus gathered in a single focus on wallenstein 
for the first time. The study does not follow the methods of new historicism 
(höyng’s, which does, points out that a binding ‘new historicist’ methodology 
is difficult to define),148 but it is nonetheless indebted to the ‘broader vision of 
the field of cultural interpretation’ on which new historicism draws.149 new 
historicism extends the range of the texts it interprets beyond established canons 
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and across the divide between literature and history. in that spirit, the nineteenth-
century ‘trivializing’ of schiller is itself interesting. new historicism has brought 
the two disciplines closer by giving greater historical significance than before to 
‘contextual’ material such as literature.150 Cultural studies theory likewise shifts the 
focus from a high view of culture as ‘coterminous with the arts’ to a broader view 
where it constitutes ‘the entire mental and material habitat of a distinct people or 
other social group’,151 though its application to periods before the late nineteenth 
century is severely limited. it is anchored in the rise of industrial society,152 and, 
in the case of German cultural studies, in adorno and horkheimer’s diagnosis of 
standardization and stultification in their essay ‘Kulturindustrie’ (1944), which deals 
with developments (notably radio and film) in the decades immediately preceding 
the essay’s appearance and owes much to the specific context of its authors’ exile in 
the United states and the perversion of culture under the nazi regime.153

for two reasons, however, the Wallenstein material will for the most part be 
presented here in parallel studies of ‘literature’, ‘culture’, and ‘historiography’. 
first, the argument progresses from literary material, where schiller’s inf luence 
can be expected, to material that speaks for popular reception outside the narrow 
literary sphere, and thence to the less straightforward contention that the dramatic 
Wallenstein inf luenced historical interpretation. secondly, the three discourses, 
despite all the similarities between them, are distinct from each other. The texts 
which constitute them differ: in style and genre, but most importantly in the 
manner and mindset of their production and reception. differentiating between 
these discourses is a prerequisite of drawing useful parallels between them. The aim 
to present a synthesis of texts on Wallenstein is also most clearly served by locating 
them in each case among similar material.

The quantity of material on Wallenstein is mitigated somewhat by its 
repetitiousness. as a compromise between breadth and depth the present study 
covers a range of texts, but also gives closer attention to selected authors and 
specific historical events. Many such foci, such as Grillparzer, huch, döblin, 1813, 
1859, ranke, and the Deutschböhmen, have been chosen because of their general 
significance; others, although less widely known, because they are internally 
important in the development of Wallenstein’s image. This approach follows the 
dichotomy outlined above between ‘high’ and ‘low’ reception, though it will 
challenge hofmann’s suggestion that ‘well-known’ authors were as far from schiller 
as they seem. Consequently material for the project has been selected partly on the 
basis of the canon established by previous studies (which has also served as a check 
that important works have not been left out). The broader category of material, on 
the other hand, has been assembled mainly from schmid and loewe’s Wallenstein 
bibliography (1879–1911) and online library catalogues.154 systematically ordered 
catalogues (such as that of the deutsches literaturarchiv in Marbach) and archives 
(such as the oscar fambach collection in bonn and the Theaterwissenschaftliche 
sammlung in Cologne) facilitated this task, though only for the holdings of 
the institution in question. Chance finds such as the response to a particular 
performance of wallenstein in 1813, or the drama’s popularity among soldiers on the 
eastern front in 1914–18, suggested ‘leads’ which were then followed up. Practical 
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constraints of time and resources meant that the search for materials was limited 
to libraries in the UK and to specific centres in Germany, austria, and the Czech 
republic, listed in the bibliography, where a sizeable concentration of relevant 
material could be found. even this choice of ‘major’ research libraries is arbitrary; 
on the other hand, it proved a useful means to limit a broad spectrum of materials, 
after initial selection on the basis of their apparent relevance (titles of local or special 
interest were largely dismissed) without applying further qualitative criteria. The 
present study thus follows the tendencies towards ‘quality’ and canonical names, 
but it also goes beyond them. it contributes to existing critical debates from a new 
angle, and, on the other hand, relates new or hitherto less prominent material to 
the concept of a ‘Wallenstein figure’. similarly the period chosen combines a span 
of prominent works — from schiller to döblin, or from schiller to srbik — with 
the broader historical span of the ‘long nineteenth century’ from the ‘ “double 
revolution” of the late eighteenth century (the french revolution of 1789, the 
industrial revolution in britain)’ to the first World War.155 Considerations of time 
and space have meant that the period 1920–45, which saw many new publications 
on Wallenstein and might profitably be the subject of an additional study, is not 
discussed here.156 likewise the study is limited geographically to the German-
speaking countries and focuses more closely on Germany (as defined in 1871) and 
the habsburg empire than on switzerland.

(iv) outline

The study begins with schiller’s wallenstein (Chapter 2), asking what schiller ‘did’ 
to Wallenstein, and how he did for him what Goethe did for Götz, Carlyle for 
Cromwell, and Pennant for owain Glyn dŵr. The chapter will survey some of the 
literary and historical works which demonstrate the context of heightened interest 
in Wallenstein in which the drama appeared, and will examine schiller’s history of 
the war and his changing views of Wallenstein during the drama’s genesis. it will 
then consider the result: how did schiller’s dramatic figure contrast with existing 
trends, or express them in a new way? Which aspects of the drama subsequently 
became popular, or controversial, and what is their function in schiller’s text? 
Chapter 3 examines nineteenth-century literary portrayals of Wallenstein, first 
examining the creative reception of wallenstein’s themes outside schiller’s context 
in a broad spectrum of works. The chapter then looks in closer detail at three cases 
in which modification or rejection of schiller’s wallenstein is nonetheless strong 
evidence of his inf luence: heinrich laube, otto ludwig, and franz Grillparzer. 
Chapter 4 follows some of the same themes in a wider cultural context and with 
a broader basis of material: literary histories, newspaper articles, speeches, school 
curricula. its two main foci are the literary-critical response to wallenstein, which 
confirmed the drama as an important feature of German ‘national literature’, and the 
use of schiller’s Wallenstein in forging German national identity, a concomitant of 
schiller’s own popularity in German cultural nationalism before 1871. The chapter 
is intended as a bridge between the literary works of Chapter 3 and Chapters 5 and 6, 
which return from the general to the specific to survey a range of historical writing 
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on Wallenstein from 1800 through to 1920. again, these chapters have two foci: the 
historians’ perhaps unexpected response to schiller’s text, and the exploitability of 
the Wallenstein figure by different sides of the nineteenth-century national debate. 
in Chapter 6 Wallenstein is seen to have lost popularity inside the new Kaiserreich, 
but to have been transferred to bolster the identity of the German minority in 
bohemia instead. The final chapter examines Wallenstein’s revival as a definition, 
or guarantor, of German identity during the first World War — his contemporary 
relevance was ref lected in wartime performances of wallenstein and by Walter flex’s 
popular collection of stories about 1618–48, wallensteins Antlitz (1918). in this short 
period two prominent authors, ricarda huch and döblin, injected the Wallenstein 
figure with new interpretations and new means of presentation, in both historical 
and literary works, thus signalling the end of Wallenstein’s ‘long nineteenth 
century’. They deliberately and overtly attempted to move away from schiller; yet 
they too showed an unacknowledged or downplayed debt to his wallenstein.

notes to Chapter 1
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Nachlaß, ed. by Theodor schieder, 4 vols (Munich/Vienna: oldenbourg, 1964–75), iii, 78–79.
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and herbert G. Göpfert, 5 vols (Munich: hanser, 1959), abbreviated sW with volume and page 
number; wallensteins Lager is cited as ‘Lager’, Die Piccolomini as ‘Picc’, and wallensteins Tod as 
‘Tod’. Texts not in sW are quoted from schillers werke. Nationalausgabe, ed. by Julius Petersen 
and others (Weimar: böhlau, 1943–), abbreviated na. some editorial material is quoted from 
friedrich schiller, werke und Briefe in zwölf Bänden, ed. by otto dann and others (frankfurt 
a.M.: deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 1988–2004), abbreviated fa.

 3. Georg schmid, ‘die Wallenstein-literatur 1626–1878. bibliographische studie’, MVGDB, 17 
(1879), 65–143; subsequent instalments by schmid in MVGDB, 21 (1883), supplement, 1–48, 
and 23 (1885), supplement, 1–39, and by Viktor loewe, MVGDB, 34 (1896), 277–315, 40 (1902), 
514–34, and 49 (1911), 29–60. see also Čeněk Zíbrt, Bibliografie České Historie, 5 vols (Prague: 
České akademie Císaře františka Josefa, 1900–12), v, 38–133, nos. 12464–14406.

 4. b. h. liddell hart, Great Captains Unveiled (edinburgh: blackwood, 1927), pp. 155–56.
 5. ibid., p. 202.
 6. ‘bei Wallenstein müssen viele passen’, südkurier, Konstanz, 12 July 1985: deutsches literaturarchiv, 

Marbach a.n. (hereafter: dla), dokumentationsstelle. lesley sharpe, friedrich schiller: Drama, 
Thought and Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), reports that ‘whereas 
Wallenstein was a familiar figure to audiences of schiller’s day, he is unfamiliar nowadays both 
to German and non-German audiences’ (p. 221).

 7. This summary is based principally on Josef Polišenský and Josef Kollmann, wallenstein. feldherr 
des Dreißigjährigen Krieges, trans. by herbert langer (Cologne: böhlau, 1997). hellmut diwald, 
wallenstein. Biographie (frankfurt a.M.: Ullstein, 1987), is another recent study; francis Watson, 
wallenstein: soldier under saturn (london: Chatto and Windus, 1938) is a highly readable 
biography in english. Golo Mann, wallenstein. sein Leben erzählt (frankfurt a.M.: fischer 
Taschenbuch-Verlag, 1997 [first edn 1971]), is discussed in the conclusion to the present study. 
for an authoritative introduction in english to the war as a whole, see The Thirty years’ war, ed. 
by Geoffrey Parker, 2nd edn (london: routledge, 1997).

 8. on the Wallenstein family’s circumstances, see Polišenský/Kollmann, pp. 16–18.
 9. diwald, wallenstein, pp. 29–31.
 10. Polišenský/Kollmann, p. 27.
 11. C. V. Wedgwood, The Thirty years war (london: Methuen, 1981, 1st edn 1938), p. 172.
 12. see Polišenský/Kollmann, pp. 75–81.
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